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NEW LAWS HIT
HOME IN PRIVATE
RENTED SECTOR

We raised
incredible £1,056
for Children in
Need

– By Chinneck Shaw Director Neil Shaw

The impact of new regulations, laws
and taxes is increasingly being felt in
the Private Rented Sector.

Winter is coming…
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for prices to rise and that is what appears to have
happened in the last 12 months.”
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Chinneck
Shaw Q&A –
tenant fees ban
The Government’s Tenant Fees Bill – sometimes
called ‘the ban on letting agents fees’ – is among
the current measures proposed for the private
rented sector.
Here, in our latest ‘Chinneck Shaw Q&A’ we explain exactly what
is planned and what happens next.

Q: What exactly is the Tenant Fees Bill?
A: The Tenant Fees Bill was introduced into Parliament in May of

this year. It sets out the Government’s aim of ending letting fees
for tenants.

Q: What is proposed?
A: Key measures include:
•

The end of lettings fees paid by tenants to landlords and lettings
agents

•

Capping deposits at the equivalent of six weeks’ rent

•

Deposits to reserve a property to be capped at one week’s rent

•

Capping the fee for changing a tenancy at £50 unless the
landlord demonstrates that more costs were involved.

Q: What does this mean?
A: Although the Bill has been controversial, it will help drive out
rogue landlords and lettings agents, and stop them exploiting
tenants.

The law will save tenants money by clamping down on unexpected
fees, unduly high deposits and any unjustifiable charges.
It will also create a fairer and more transparent fees system and,
we believe, help drive up standards and give the industry greater
creditability.
Reputable and professional landlords with their clients’ and
tenants’ best interests at heart – who are sometimes tarnished with
the same brush as less scrupulous competitors – will have nothing
to fear.

Q: What happens now?
A: The Bill began its committee stage in the House of Lords in
early November and depending on amendments – if any – it could
receive Royal Assent by the end of the year.

Legal update
New laws to give tenants the power to take their landlord to
court if their homes are deemed not fit for purpose are also
passing through Parliament.
They will cover all housing tenures as well as the Private Rented Sector,
including councils and housing associations.
We will revisit this issue when it becomes law in 2019.

Did You Know?

There are now 4.7m people in the
private rented sector, according to
latest statistics. That is 20 per cent of
all households.
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We raised incredible £1,056
for Children in Need
WE DID IT! Thanks very much to everyone
who supported our Children in Need rickshaw
challenge and helped us raise an absolutely
amazing £1,056!
Our team donned fancy dress and took it in turns to take
part in a ‘virtual’ 250mile ride on a static bike - complete
with rickshaw attached - outside our offices in Portsmouth.
The distance represented a cycle around all of the rented
properties we manage across Portsmouth, the Isle of
Wight and the south coast.
We completed it with time to
spare and absolutely smashed
our £500 target with the
amazing £1,056 total.
We can’t thank everyone
enough for their support in aid
of a very worthy cause. Thanks
also to the Portsmouth News for featuring our ride in the paper and online on too.

Visit our Facebook page at https://www.facebook.com/chinneck.shaw/ to see more pictures of
the day.

Winter is coming…
Landlords and tenants are being urged to prepare for
the worst of the winter weather over coming months.
Taking steps now will help safeguard properties – and
tenants – when the wind, rain and possibly snow hit home.
Maintenance could end up saving a lot of time and money
in the long run.
Our property managers inspect homes on a regular basis
to check for problems but there are simple measures for
landlords and tenants to bear in mind to minimise the risk
of any problems over the winter.
They include checking drains and gutters for blockages,
servicing boilers, insulating pipework, inspecting roofs,
checking for drips and leaks, sweeping chimneys and
making sure gardens are ready for the worst of the wind
and rain.
Finally, always remember to heat and ventilate properties
properly to avoid damp and all the problems that come
with it.
Please don’t hesitate to contact us for more advice and
information

Way up
Pompey
Well done to Portsmouth FC for a stunning start to the
season in the English Football League One.
Pompey are among the early challengers for promotion to the
Championship on their long road back from the upheaval of
recent years.
The club are close to Chinneck Shaw’s heart. Not just because we
are a local business but also because our founder James Steel
Chinneck is a former chairman of the club.
We also sponsor Portsmouth FC
Ladies player Carla Perkins, who
plays in midfield for the side in the
National League South.
Good luck to Carla and Portsmouth
Men’s and Ladies’ sides for the rest
of the season!
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Meet the staff

regular feature for The Letter:
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It’s a warm welcome to Chinneck Shaw’s latest member
of staff Will Hutchings.
Some of you may recognise Will, as he worked part-time for us on Saturdays
during the summer before joining permanently.

Will, 21, is working in both our residential sales and lettings departments in
our offices at Copnor Bridge in Portsmouth.
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He starts a career in property with us after spending two seasons as a ski
resort representative in the French Alps.

Our director Neil Shaw said: “Will is a confident and talented young man who is already proving to be an
asset to the business.
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“It is difficult to find the right calibre of recruit so I am delighted that Will has agreed to join Chinneck Shaw. “
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and Instagram at
https://www.instagram.com/chinneck_shaw/

Season’s greetings
It seems incredible that Christmas is nearly upon us. We hope
everyone has a brilliant festive season. Keep watch on our website for
our opening hours.

